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Introduction

Introduction
At Audax Private Debt, Environmental, Social, and Governance (“ESG”) principles have been an important factor in our investment
decision making and our management process since our inception.
We believe that maintaining sound ESG practices can not only result in better outcomes,
but also promote a positive impact on society and the environment. As a firm, we remain
committed to creating long-term value through investing responsibly. While tracking,
collecting, and reporting on ESG data requires significant time and effort, we believe
that it is not only a worthwhile exercise, but an essential one. By embracing the values of
ESG, we hope to create a lasting impact for our employees, our investors, our portfolio
companies, and the local communities where we live and work.

We look forward to keeping you updated on
our ESG efforts. As always, thank you for your

Private debt managers are becoming increasingly sophisticated as
they integrate ESG considerations in their investment and monitoring
processes. Audax recognizes the key role lenders play in advancing the
adoption of more sustainable practices in the private market investment
industry. We understand there is still progress to be made, and remain
focused on improving, expanding, and refining our ESG initiatives.

We are at an inflection point in the US
middle market, where we (and our
peers) are investing substantial time
and resources into ESG Initiatives

continued support of Audax Private Debt.
Kevin Magid
President,
Audax Private Debt
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Audax Group
Overview

Audax Group Overview
Our mission is to partner with management teams and financial sponsors to
build long term value in our companies.

Audax Group

1999

3

$33 B

350+

Founded

Offices

Capital Raised1

Employees

BOSTON
NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO

Audax Private Debt Portfolio

$31 B+

1050+

375+

270

Capital
Invested

Deals
Closed

Portfolio
Companies

Private Equity
Sponsors Financed

1$33
1
billion of capital figure includes investor equity commitments, Audax commitments, and existing/anticipated leverage on certain Private Debt vehicles.

Anticipated leverage levels may not be achieved. Figure reflects capital raised to date and excludes withdrawals and redemption from open-end funds/accounts.
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Our ESG Program
& Policy

ESG Oversight
Oversight for ESG integration lies within the senior most
levels of our organization. Audax Private Debt's ESG
Committee assesses the quality and consistency of our
approach to ESG integration and risk management.
Audax Private Debt ESG Committee

Audax Private Debt’s ESG Committee is responsible for:
1. Driving the continued growth,

4. Addressing ESG concerns

development, and strategic

presented by the investment teams

direction of our ESG efforts

during the investment process

and initiatives

2. Enhancing and ensuring
implementation of our ESG
policies

5. Creating internal and external
reporting frameworks to measure
progress

3. Standardizing processes to help
detect ESG issues

Kevin Magid

Rahman Vahabzadeh

Dinko Angelov

President,
Audax Private Debt

Managing Director,
Audax Private Debt

Managing Director,
Audax Private Debt

The day-to-day management of ESG integration
is well-embedded within our investment platform
and shared by investment professionals, our ESG
Specialist, and other team members.
Byron Pavano

Rachel Green

Managing Director, Strategy
and Counsel, ESG Officer

ESG Specialist,
Audax Private Debt
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ESG Oversight (continued)
Professionals across all of our functional areas share
responsibility for integrating ESG considerations into
our day-to-day operations.

ESG Committee
ý
ý

Oversee the integration of ESG principles into
our investment processes
Implement training for investment professionals

ESG Professionals
ý

ý

Investment Teams
ý
ý

Perform ESG due diligence on potential and
existing transactions
Work with Audax’ dedicated ESG professionals
to drive ESG initiatives, monitor progress, and
ensure alignment with our ESG policy
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Work with investment teams to perform ESG due
diligence and integrate ESG factors into
the investment process
Report to the ESG Committee in order to drive
the continued growth, development, and strategic
direction of Audax’ ESG efforts and initiatives

Investor Relations
ý
ý

Engage with investors regarding the
development of our ESG program
Work with firm’s ESG professionals to meet
reporting obligations

Investment Committees
ý

Oversee ESG issues that are material
to an investment

Audax Group Risk Committee
ý

Private Debt and Private Equity ESG
Committees update Audax Group Risk
Committee on firm-level ESG activities

8

Our ESG Policy
Our ESG Policy describes our overall approach to responsible
investment, including how we integrate material ESG factors,
alongside commercial and financial considerations, into our
sourcing, due diligence, and ownership practices across our
private debt and private equity platforms. While our
ESG Policy sets out the high-level objectives for ESG
Integration, Audax' individual investment strategies maintain
more specific procedures tailored to the unique dynamics
and levers of influence inherent to each strategy.

Audax’ ESG Policy
is available on our website:

Our ESG Policy details Audax’ definition
of responsible investment and outlines how
we intend to achieve our investment objectives,
while simultaneously promoting a positive impact
on society and the greater environment.
VISIT WEBSITE
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ESG Integration
at Audax Private Debt

ESG Integration at Audax Private Debt
Across our Origination and Senior Debt strategies, we invest in private equity-owned middle market companies. Given the control they
have over companies and their board of directors, private equity sponsors play a critical role in influencing ESG practices and we work with
them to obtain relevant third-party due diligence reports and ESG questionnaires, as made available. This allows us to identify opportunities
and risks that may arise from a company's business practices, which informs our screening, due diligence, and monitoring.

Screening
ý Origination and Senior

Debt strategies:
Audax aims to avoid
investments that are
inconsistent with the
firm’s values, such as
investments in products
& services that are illegal,
harm societal welfare,
or harm the environment.
Deal pre-screening helps
ensure that Audax Private
Debt is investing ethically
and avoiding companies

that are not aligned
with the core values and
standards of the firm,
while also meeting the
requirements and values
which are specific to limited partners. The prescreen aims to identify
the company’s exposure
to certain industries,
which assists with
allocation/investment
decisions and due
diligence considerations.

1

https://materiality.sasb.org

2

https://www.lsta.org/content/esg-diligence-questionnaire-borrower
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Due Diligence
ý Origination strategy:

During pre-issuance due
diligence, our investment
team obtains third-party
due diligence reports and
information on companyspecific ESG questions
through due diligence
calls and meetings with
sponsors and companies.
Our assessment of ESG
issues for new platform
investments are informed by
industry standards (e.g. the
Sustainability Accounting
Standards Board ("SASB")
General Issue Categories1)
and are summarized in
ESG evaluation templates
and Investment Committee
memorandums.

ý Senior Debt strategy:

During pre-issuance due
diligence, our investment
team obtains third-party
environmental diligence
(i.e., Phase I and Phase II
reports), as made available
by the sponsor, and
requests the LSTA ESG
Diligence Questionnaire2
for new investments. The
LSTA ESG Questionnaire
seeks to collect information
in a number of categories,
including, but not limited
to, environmental risks
associated with the
borrowers line of business,
board and workplace
composition, and the use
of ESG frameworks.

Monitoring
ý Origination strategy:

During the holding period
of the investment, our
investment team maintains
active dialogue with
management teams,
sponsors, and other
industry participants and,
in conjuction with our ESG
Specialist, identify points
of discussions to be
followed up on during the
holding period of the
investment. Our ESG
Specialist logs areas of
opportunity and reporting
actions.
In 2022, the Origination
strategy advanced its ESG
data collection process
through surveying
unrealized portfolio
companies in our Mezzanine
and Direct Lending Solutions
funds as a way to monitor
and engage with them
on ESG practices. The
surveys were tailored to
the industries of the

underlying portfolio
companies and defined by
the ESG Data Convergence
Initiative. ESG topics covered include:
ý ESG and Sustainability
ý
ý
ý
ý

Reporting
Worker Health and Safety
Employee Engagement
Diversity, Equity,
and Inclusion
Data security

ý Senior Debt strategy:

The investment team
maintains dialogue on ESG
topics and tracks updated
information provided by
companies during the
holding period. The investment team also carries out
event-driven assessments as
deemed necessary. For
example, we conducted a
review of Russia/Ukraine
exposure for credit risk and
ESG/headline risk in March
11
2022.

ESG Survey Highlights
Over the last year, Audax Private Debt advanced its ESG data
collection process through surveying active portfolio
companies in our Mezzanine and Direct Lending Solutions
funds as a way to monitor and engage with them on ESG
practices. The surveys were tailored by industry and requested
information related to 27 metrics in total, including certain
metrics defined by the ESG Data Convergence Initiative.

E

Environmental

Survey Emphasis: Environmental data and initiatives –
Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions data and reduction targets
Increase in number of portfolio companies
reporting on ESG and Sustainability
from 2020 to 2021
Decrease in reported environmental incidents and
violations from 2020 to 2021

S

This year’s survey provided us with valuable information on ESG performance and progress in
our portfolio companies. We plan to build off this year’s success as we continue to improve the
manner in which we monitor and engage with our portfolio companies and private equity sponsors.

Social

G

Governance

Survey Emphasis: Corporate diversity

Survey Emphasis: Data security metrics, information on
data breaches

70%

of respondents conducted an annual
employee survey in 2021

58%

41%

of respondents had a DEI policy
in place in 2021

of respondents incorporated ESG content
into Board meeting discussions in 2021

* Metrics are requested from unrealized companies (as of an annually defined date) in our most recent direct lending solutions fund(s). This does
not include partially realized companies, fully realized companies, or companies that Audax is planning to exit within three months. Metrics received
and tracked depend on data availability and responsiveness of the sponsor or borrower. There is no obligation for sponsors or borrowers to report
on all (or any) of the metrics and Audax’ tracking efforts are subject to the data the team is able to obtain.
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Audax Private Debt ESG Initiatives
Industry Participation
Audax Private Debt seeks to promote greater transparency and comparability of ESG data
across the industry, which we believe will help facilitate more responsible investment of

UN PRI

capital and better results for our clients, communities, and the environment.
ESG Working Groups offer the opportunity to collaborate with peers in the industry. In April
and May 2022, we participated in the Private Credit ESG Data Convergence Initiative (EDCI)
Working Group, discussing ways to enhance private debt’s role in the collection of key ESG
metrics. In addition to the EDCI Working Group, we became a member of the LSTA ESG
Committee Working Group in 2022.

Audax Group became a signatory to the United

In preparation for becoming a signatory,

In May 2022, Kevin Magid, President of Audax Private Debt, discussed

Nations-supported Principles for Responsible

we engaged sustainability consulting

the important role that private debt managers play in advancing ESG

Investment ("UN PRI") in February 2022.

firm ERM to carry out a UN PRI

initiatives across the industry. The Private Debt Investor article,

Audax Private Debt is committed to promoting

Readiness Assessment in 2021. The

"On the Minds of ESG Leaders," can be found in the link below.

transparency and accountability across the

assessment compared Audax’ ESG

industry through the disclosure of its ESG

performance to its peers and offered

practices to investors. Transparency is a priority

suggestions related to best practices.

for Audax Private Debt as we continue to

VIEW ARTICLE

enhance our ESG-related policies and
procedures.

Dedicated ESG Professional

ESG Training

Audax Private Debt hired Rachel Green, ESG Specialist in November 2021. During her time at Audax,

In November 2021, the Origination investment team received ESG training from

Rachel has helped update the firm’s ESG Policy and Procedures and has worked closely with the

Bridge House Advisors, a full-service ESG and sustainability advisory firm.

investment teams to identify risks and opportunities associated with new platform investments.

In addition to this training, the Origination investment team has participated in

As a member of Audax Private Debt’s ESG Committee, Rachel is focused on the continued growth,

a number of internal teach-ins with Audax Private Debt’s ESG Specialist as the

development, and strategic direction of Audax Private Debt’s ESG efforts and initiatives.

team seeks to enhance its ESG procedures and ESG data collection initiative.
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Case Studies

Case Study |

Dwellworks

Region

Sector

Investment Year

North America

Logistics

2018

Dwellworks Supports the UN Sustainable
Development Goals and is registered
on the UNSDG Platform

Dwellworks is a leading provider of housing and destination-related services for the globally
mobile workforce. Through the company’s Destination Services, Corporate Housing, Real
Estate Brokerage and Networks, and Residential Real Estate Services operations, it provides
differentiated relocation and business travel services to over 80% of the Fortune 1000.
Dwellworks was recognized by numerous clients for proactively defining an ESG initiative
in 2021. Through its ESG initiative, the company has set targets, established measurement
protocols, and made tangible progress in implementing ESG principles among associates
and its supply chain. This includes carrying out a Scope 1 and Scope 2 partial analysis for US
operations and setting a 50% GHG emissions reduction target by 2030. The company also
published a 2021 mid-year impact report and 2021-2022 ESG impact report, which provides
a look back and a look forward on the company’s commitment and actions towards it’s
ESG initiatives.
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Dwellworks |
E

ESG Highlights

Environmental

2021 Accomplishments

S

2021 Accomplishments

15% decrease in US Destination Services carbon

Number of Corporate Housing suppliers in survey

77%

US Destination Services programs delivered virtually

sample with GHG reduction programs

37%
78%

64 Tonnes of GHG emissions eliminated through

2021 Accomplishments

Number of Destination Consultants with live/work
experience outside of their home country

Formalized approval ESG policies and practices

100%

Associate participation in annual
compilance training

Successfully completed SOC 2 audit

2022 Actions

2022 Actions

Co-Chair Corporate Housing industry (CHPA)

Founding Partner, Upward Mobility, an industry

Review and update GDPR and Trans-Atlantic data

sustainability workgroup

recruitment initiative in partnership with HBCUs (US)

privacy policies

Delegate to Worldwide ERC©
Sustainability Advisory Board

Expand GHG emission reduction efforts globally

$15k

US new hires in certified diverse categories

Governance

65% Director and above roles held by women

paperless service delivery

2022 Actions

G

Formation of global associate Inclusion commitee

vs 2019

74%

Social

1,440

PTO hours allocated to associate community

$15k

Donation commited to Habitat for Humanity, on

Review and update corporate policies and practices

behalf of it's customers

to align with new regulatory requirements

volunteer efforts

Donation commited to Conservation International,

University DEI Training program for associate and

on behalf of it's customers

service partners
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Embed ESG policies and practices globally
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Case Study |

BBB Industries

Region

Sector

Investment Year

North America
and Europe

Automotive

2022

Climate Action
BBB Industries focuses on reducing the number of emissions that are involved in the
production of its parts and products. Throughout it's history, BBB Industries has taken
significant steps to lower its carbon footprint through sustainable manufacturing.

BBB Industries is a leading sustainable manufacturer of non-discretionary automotive,
industrial, energy storage and solar parts in North America and Europe. The company is

ý BBB Industries is

ý Through sustainable

ý With total

a carbon neutral company, offsetting approximately 100,000 metric tons of carbon emissions

and will continue to

manufacturing, BBB

production

annually through a circular process that receives used parts and sustainably manufactures

be a carbon neutral

Industries offsets

emission in mind,

them to like-new quality, or better. BBB Industries then ships them to customers in return

organization

over 100,000 metric

BBB Industries is

tons of CO2e

completely carbon

for more used parts

net negative
3rd Life

Re
m

Manufacture

Recycle
Refine
Mine
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OEM
1st Life

ure and R
act
e
pu
uf
an

Process

Waste Management

e
os
rp

Distribute

New
Parts

Reman
Parts

Sustainability is at the heart of BBB Industries’ strategy. The Company focuses on
manufacturing products that can be reused with material in the waste stream.
ý 23.8 million pounds

ý 2.4 million pounds

of aluminum reused

of plastic recycled

ý 63.3 million pounds

ý 11.4 million pounds

ý 2,036,150 pounds
of cardboard reused
ý Over 90% of material

of steel removed from

of copper removed

for final products

the waste stream

from the waste stream

sourced from waste

2nd Life
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Case Study |

BBB Industries

Achieving Carbon Neutrality
300K

259,000
metric ton CO2e
emitted if all of BBB products were made new

What does it mean to be carbon neutral?

200K

Carbon Neutrality is the state of net-zero carbon dioxide

150K

emissions. At BBB Industries, this is achieved by taking into
account the total amount of emissions that are placed into the

Scope 3

atmosphere and offsetting these emissions by utilizing waste for
finished goods that otherwise would go to the landfill, consuming
less energy than a new product in the remanufacturing process,
and involving less transportation in the supply chain. With all
of these aspects in mind, BBB Industries is not only carbon
neutral, but further offsets a significant amount of carbon dioxide
that does not have to be emitted into the atmosphere.

250K

Scope 2

Total
Emissions

125,000
metric ton CO2e
emitted from BBB operations

100K
50K

Scope 1

0
Emissions
Offset

-50K

134,000
metric ton CO2e
BBB offsets through sustainable manufacturing

-100K
-150K
-200K

Our Climate

A N N UA L R E P O R T | 2 02 1– 2 02 2

100%

percentage of products
sold are recyclable

-250K
-300K
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BBB Industries |

TerrePower

In 2021, BBB Industries introduced its new division,
TerrePower. TerrePower is dedicated to solar and electric
vehicle (EV) upcycling, a process which avoids recycling
and disposal by taking a used part or product and
sustainably manufacturing it. This new division will service
the electric vehicle and renewable energy sectors.

Solar Panels
Although made to be recycled, almost
all broken or expired solar panels go into
landfills. Environmental experts have warned
that more than 100,000 tons of modules will
end up there by 2035 if action isn’t taken.
BBB Industries’ sustainable manufacturing
process makes it possible to sustainably
manufacture solar panels, so these panels
can be placed back in the market as a lower
cost solution.

Electric Vehicle Batteries
Through TerrePower, EV batteries that fail
and degrade over time will now be given
a second or third life in a battery electric
vehicle or in stationary storage.

A N N UA L R E P O R T | 2 02 1– 2 02 2
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Our Environmental
Footprint

Audax Private Debt Corporate GHG Emissions
Audax Private Debt is committed to carbon neutral
corporate operations
ý We continue to focus on decreasing our

ý We have used cloud-based data storage,
resulting in electricity savings, for over

direct and indirect emissions as a firm

three years

ý By quantifying the emissions we generate,
we are able to identify and address our

ý We have purchased carbon offsets for emissions

biggest emission sources

from mobile sources since 2019 and commit to
being carbon neutral for our corporate
operations going forward

Scope

Source

Scope 1

Mobile Sources

Scope 2

Purchased Electricity

Emissions

(e.g., data servers and cloud storage)

Scope 3

Employee Business Travel

Emissions

Emissions

(e.g., flights, rental cars, hotel stays)
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Unit

2021

2020

2019

Metric tCO2e

64

9

340

Metric tCO2e

68

77

49

Metric tCO2e

53

57

354
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Diversity, Equity,
& Inclusion

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI)
We are committed to fostering a culture that promotes
authenticity and the freedom to be oneself, which leads
to our success as a results-oriented organization.
Our unique differences make us stronger as a team and
allow us to operate at the highest level of excellence.

Audax Private Debt's DEI Committee evaluates efforts
and drives progress related to firmwide DEI initiatives.
Audax Private Debt DEI Committee

Cultivating a diverse and inclusive culture is an ongoing journey. Audax Private Debt will continue
to evolve, and simultaneously promote DEI within our organization, our portfolio companies,
and our broader ecosystem.

DEI at Audax
Diversity

Equity

Inclusion

Diversity at Audax means

Equity at Audax

Inclusion at Audax

building and promoting

recognizes that each

means that every person

an environment that

person’s journey to and

is respected, supported,

celebrates and leverages

within Audax is unique.

and valued as a team

our individual differences

Audax is committed to

member. By ensuring

and similarities. We

providing the resources

that each voice is heard,

welcome people with

to empower our

we collectively achieve

distinct personal

employees to be their

better results, maintain

backgrounds, attributes,

best authentic selves in

our competitive edge,

and life experiences.

order to achieve their

and foster a desirable

optimal potential.

workplace culture.

Rahman Vahabzadeh
Managing Director,
Audax Private Debt

Bettina Baban
Managing Director,
Audax Private Debt

Peter Stern
Managing Director,
Audax Private Debt

Our DEI Partners

Founding Signatory
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DEI Progress
In 2021, we partnered with inQUEST Consulting to build
our firmwide DEI strategy. The engagement was carried
out in two phases:

Audax Private Debt DEI Highlights
Inclusive Recruitment Process
Audax is dedicated to improving our diversity through our hiring and retention practices.

Phase I:

Phase II:

DEI Climate Assessment

DEI Roadmap Strategy Development.

Established focus groups within Audax Group

Established a Private Debt DEI Strategy Group

and conducted interviews. Findings from the

to identify areas of priority focus and began

interviews and recommendations were then

building out action plans within each focus area.

Team Hires Since 2019
Audax Private Debt
team hires

Current Team Composition

Audax Private Debt
investment team hires

Audax Private Debt
team composition

Audax Private Debt
investment team
composition

presented to the Audax Group DEI Committee.

27%

47%

41%

52%

25%

35%

31%

Minorities

Females

Minorities

Females

Minorities

Females

Minorities

Retention & Professional Development

Organizational Culture & Climate

ý Hosted internal networking events

ý Juneteenth and Pride Month events

to empower women at Audax
ý Hosted the second annual
Women’s Forum

24%
Females

ý Hispanic Heritage Month experiences
ý Black History Month educational
opportunities and discussions
Awards
ý Named a DEI
Leader by Mergers
& Acquisitions
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DEI Progress (continued)
In 2022, we are focused on the initial roll-out of our 3-year
strategic plan, which includes establishing governance
structures and defining roles and accountability within
each priority area of focus.

Audax Private Debt DEI 3-Year Strategic Plan
Category

Goal

ý

Organizational Culture
& Climate

ý
ý

ý

Inclusive Recruitment
Process

ý
ý

ý

Retention & Professional
Development

ý
ý
ý

ý

Belonging & Employee
Engagement

A N N UA L R E P O R T | 2 02 1– 2 02 2

ý
ý

A welcoming and supportive culture where everyone brings their authentic
self to work
Clearly defined roles and accountability on implementation of the DEI
Strategic Plan
Internal governance model used to track and monitor year over year progress

Expanded access to diverse talent pools with consistent, equitable
selection processes
Inclusive hiring process with involvement of employees with diverse
backgrounds and experiences
A diversity dashboard to monitor hiring and recruitment progress

Robust onboarding process to include DEI policies, processes, education
and mentorship assignment
Defined career paths that include both personal and professional goals
Inclusive benefits program with equity in benefits design and offerings
A robust mentorship program driven by Senior Leadership that is
inclusive and prioritized

A rewarding career and experience that encourages team connectivity
and comradery
Ongoing access to education, training and development programs
Community engagement with opportunities for service

25

Appendix

Important Notices
The information herein (this “Information”) is being furnished by Audax

of the Offering Documents, the Offering Documents shall control.

Prospective investors should be aware that an investment in an Audax

Management Company (NY), LLC solely for informational purposes.

Certain statements contained in this Information constitute “forward-

fund or account is speculative and involves a high degree of risk. There

Audax (as defined below) makes no representation or warranty as to

looking statements” that can be identified by the use of forward-looking

can be no assurance that such fund or account will achieve comparable

the accuracy or completeness of this Information and recipients of this

terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “expect,” “anticipate,”

results, implement its investment strategy, achieve its objectives or

Information, by acceptance hereof, hereby agree that Audax will not

“estimate,” “intend,” “continue,” or “believe” or comparable terminology.

avoid substantial losses or that any expected returns will be met.

have any liability for any misstatements or representations (express

Furthermore, any projections or other estimates in this Information,

or implied) or opinions contained in, or for any omissions from, this

including estimates of returns or performance, are “forward-looking

This Information has not been audited or verified by any third party

Information. “Audax” means Audax Management Company, LLC,

statements” and are based upon assumptions that may change or

and is subject to change at any time without notice. Certain information

Audax Management Company (NY), LLC, and their respective partners,

prove to be incorrect. Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual

contained herein may be based on or obtained or derived from data

members, employees, officers, directors, agents, representatives, and

events or results may differ materially from those reflected in such

published or prepared by other parties, including, without limitation,

affiliates. Within this Information, "Mezzanine and Direct Lending

forward-looking statements. It should not be assumed that any ESG

personnel of Audax portfolio companies (“Third-Party Information”).

Solutions funds" means our most recent direct lending solutions

initiatives, standards, or metrics described herein will apply to each

While such sources are believed to be reliable, Audax does not assume

fund(s).

asset in which Audax invests or that they have applied to each of

any responsibility for the accuracy of any Third-Party Information.

Audax's prior investments. ESG is only one of many considerations that

This Information may also contain trade names, trademarks or service

Audax takes into account when making investment decisions, and other

marks of other companies. Audax does not intend the use or display

considerations can be expected in certain circumstances to outweigh

of other parties’ trade names, trademarks or service marks to imply a

ESG considerations. The information provided herein is intended solely

relationship with, or endorsement or sponsorship of, these other parties.

This may not, be relied on in any manner as legal, tax, investment,
accounting or other advice. Under no circumstances may this
Information be used or considered as an offer to sell or a solicitation
of an offer to buy, any security nor shall this constitute investment
advice or an inducement or incitement to participate in any Audax
fund or account. Any such offering may be made only by the private
placement memorandum and other operative documents of the fund or
account (the “Offering Documents”), which will be furnished to qualified
investors on a confidential basis at their request for their consideration
in connection with any such offering. Any decision to invest in a fund or
account offered by Audax should be made after reviewing the Offering
Documents of such fund or account, conducting such investigations as
the investor deems necessary and consulting the investor’s own legal,
accounting and tax advisers to make an independent determination
of the suitability and consequences of an investment in such fund or
account. In the event that the descriptions or terms described herein
are inconsistent with or contrary to the descriptions in or terms

to provide an indication of the ESG initiatives and standards that Audax
applies when seeking to evaluate and/or improve the sustainability

By receiving or reviewing this Information, you agree that this

characteristics of an investment as part of the larger goal of maximizing

Information is the intellectual property of Audax and that you will not

financial returns on investments. Accordingly, certain investments may

directly or indirectly copy, modify, recast, publish or redistribute this

exhibit characteristics that are not always consistent with the initiatives,

Information, in whole or in part, or otherwise make any commercial use

standards, or metrics described herein.

of this material without the express written consent of Audax.

The selected case studies and investment examples presented or
referred to herein may not be representative of all transactions of
a given type or of investments generally and are intended to be
illustrative of the types of investments that have been made or may
be made by a fund in employing such fund’s investment strategies. It
should not be assumed that comparable investments will be made in
the future or that the success of ESG initiatives implemented by Audax
or its portfolio companies is guaranteed.
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For additional information,
please contact us at:
PDLPRequests@audaxgroup.com

